CITY OF LOS ANGELES
INTER-DEPARTMENTAL MEMORANDUM

Date:

August 11, 2021

To:

Honorable City Council
c/o City Clerk, Room 395
Attention: Honorable Mike Bonin, Chair, Transportation Committee

From:

Seleta J. Reynolds, General Manager
Department of Transportation

Subject:

VISION ZERO ROADSIDE MEMORIAL SIGN PROGRAM EVALUATION

for

SUMMARY
Council File 18-0895 directs the Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) to provide options
for creating permanent roadside memorial signs at the locations of fatal bicycle and pedestrian crashes
in the City of Los Angeles. This report describes the logistics, outcomes, and recommendations from the
Roadside Memorial Sign pilot program.
RECOMMENDATION
That the City Council, subject to the approval of the Mayor, APPROVE a permanent memorial sign as
described in this report and install 20 requested memorial signs each year.
BACKGROUND
Each year, more than 200 people are killed in traffic crashes in the City of Los Angeles. In 2015, Mayor
Garcetti signed Executive Directive 10 to establish a goal of zero traffic fatalities by 2025 and initiated a
set of policies and programs to achieve this goal. As part of this mission, LADOT works to raise
awareness of traffic fatalities and develop a culture of safety in Los Angeles through in-school education,
digital and physical social change campaigns and community engagement.
In December 2018, Council directed LADOT to create a long-term memorial sign program to honor
people who died in traffic collisions while biking and raise awareness of traffic fatalities (CF18-0895). In
March 2019, LADOT reported back to the Council with a proposed memorial sign program. In April 2019,
the Council approved the creation of a memorial sign program and directed that LADOT report back with
an evaluation of the program.
DISCUSSION
The following report summarizes the implementation of the Roadside Memorial Sign pilot program. It
includes an overview of the sign application process, community outreach efforts, design procedure,
installation logistics, and costs.
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Application Process
The pilot program application launched in January 2020. To request a Roadside Memorial Sign,
applicants completed and returned an application form available online at ladotlivablestreets.org
(Attachment 3). An applicant may be either a direct family member or a third party with written
confirmation from a direct family member. Applicants to date include siblings, parents, and children of
the deceased. The application form includes information about the name of the person applying,
relationship to the victim, contact information, date of fatal crash, location of crash, victim’s name as it
appears on the accident report and as it should appear on the sign, LAPD incident report number, and
preferred message and icon selection for the sign. LADOT Vision Zero staff review the application forms
for completeness and follow up with a mockup of the proposed sign design and location, as well as a
letter of consent for the applicant to sign and return (Attachment 4). Once the necessary paperwork is
secured, LADOT staff submits a work order for sign fabrication and connect with field crews to install the
sign. Upon installation, LADOT staff reaches out to the family contact to notify them. LADOT received
many notes of gratitude from family members and friends, and received no complaints from applicants
to date.
Number of Signs and Victims Honored
The pilot program accepted 20 sign applications, which represented 23 victims of fatal traffic crashes.
Though the pilot program did not stipulate a time frame for eligibility to participate, applicants sought to
memorialize victims killed recently -- between 2017 and 2019. The youngest victim memorialized was 5
months old, while the oldest was 62. Six children under 18 were memorialized, as well as one pregnant
mother.
Among the victims being honored, eleven traveled on foot, three traveled by bicycle, and nine traveled
in a personal vehicle. The representation of victim modes roughly reflects the proportion of annual
fatalities by mode in the City of Los Angeles.
LADOT connected with 20 families through this program. Seventeen out of 20 were connected to the
support group SoCal Families for Safe Streets.
Applicants requested signs in six different council districts and three of the four LAPD Traffic Divisions.
For a summary of participation details, see Attachment 1.
Pilot Program Outreach
In order to spread awareness of the pilot program, LADOT pursued multiple avenues of community
outreach. Information about the pilot was shared on social media and on the LADOT Livable Streets
website. In addition, an announcement email was sent directly to a list of community-based
organizations that have partnered with LADOT in the past on traffic safety initiatives, and to contacts in
each LAPD Traffic Division. As a result, 17 out of 20 pilot applications arrived via referral from Los
Angeles Police Department (LAPD) Traffic Division detectives and victim services liaisons.
Sign Messages and Designs
The roadside memorial sign design includes a message directed at drivers, an optional travel mode icon,
and memorial language. LADOT expanded the program to include all travel models and increased the
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range of potential driver directions to ten. The following six messages were selected by victims’ families
during the pilot program:
● “Watch Your Speed” (8 signs)
● “Yield to Pedestrians (4 signs)
● “Look for Pedestrians” (3 signs)
● “Don’t Drink & Drive” (3 signs)
● “Look for Bicyclists” (1 sign)
● “Don’t Drive Under the Influence” (1 sign)
Memorial language reads “In memory of [name of victim].” The memorial signs are rectangular with a
blue background and white lettering. This color-scheme is consistent with the state’s Victim Memorial
Sign Program. In order to be seen by all road users, signs are 36 inches across and 42 inches high. See
Attachment 4 for copies of each sign posted during the pilot period. Applicants chose whether or not to
include an icon on the sign that aligns with the travel mode associated with the crash.
Sign Placement
LADOT installed signs on existing electroliers (light poles) within 500 feet of incidents based on crash
reports. The victim’s family and LADOT staff agreed upon an appropriate location to install the sign with
the help of a basic photo mock-up. A Letter of Consent signed by the victim’s family representative
formalized the agreement. See Attachment 4 for a sample copy of the Letter of Consent.
Due to limits on agency jurisdiction, LADOT only installed signs on City of Los Angeles streets. This
stipulation excluded freeways and state highways, such as portions of Pacific Coast Highway or Santa
Monica Boulevard, from the proposed Roadside Memorial Sign Program. This restriction did not apply to
any applicants during the pilot program. Two signs honored victims from the same crash on a road that
forms the border between the City of Los Angeles and Gardena, so LADOT field crews installed the signs
on the Los Angeles side only. Field crews used their discretion in installing the signs when poor visibility,
or lack of posts occurred, and ensured that all of the signs were in safe and viewable locations.
Program Interest and Demand
The City Council directed LADOT to pilot up to 20 sign requests, and by mid-April of 2020, the
Department received that number of requests just four months after the pilot program application
launched. LADOT Vision Zero staff currently maintain a waiting list for applications received beyond the
initial pilot allotment of 20. As of April 12, 2021, 20 additional applicants are on the waiting list for a
memorial sign, and partners at LAPD have shared anecdotally that there are many more who would like
to participate but are not yet on the waiting list. In addition, LADOT anticipates that Families for Safe
Streets and the families of victims honored in the Rainbow Halo memorial program will request
memorial signs as the Rainbow Halo Memorials begin to deteriorate (they are guaranteed just a one
year lifespan). Thirteen Rainbow Halos have been installed to date.
Cost and Lifespan of Sign
The March 2019 LADOT report to Council committed $9,700 from LADOT’s existing budget to install 20
memorial signs in the pilot program, and the first year pilot total program cost is approximately $6,178
(including staff time, sign fabrication, materials, and installation).
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Other city and state governments may charge a fee for installation of these signs; however, the Council
direction is for no charge(s) to the family and friends of a victim for installation of the Memorial Sign.
LADOT recommends continuing the program beyond a pilot phase and implementing the Memorial Sign
program as part of the department’s work program.
Additionally, LADOT understands the need for maintaining the Memorial Signs for the lifespan of each
sign, estimated to be from five to seven years. If LADOT were to maintain and replace signs in
perpetuity, the number of signs around the City would increase annually and, starting at Year Five of the
program, may require up to an additional $6,180 per year to effectively replace as many as 20 signs.
Permanent Program
LADOT recommends making the Memorial Sign Program permanent at a rate of 20 signs per year using
the existing budget allocation. A program that installs more than 20 signs per year would require
dedicated project budget and staff. If approved as recommended, we plan to proceed with the 20
applicants already in our queue for Fiscal Year 2021-2022. Subsequent applications would be in line for
future fiscal years.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The Roadside Memorial Sign Pilot Program is funded through appropriations approved for the Vision
Zero program. A permanent program will also be funded through funding provided for Vision Zero.
There is no impact to the General Fund.
SJR:DM:lb
Attachments
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Attachment 1 - Roadside Memorial Sign Pilot Program by the Numbers
Roadside Memorial Sign Pilot Program: The Basics
Number of Signs Approved and Installed

20

Number of Victims Honored in Program

23

Number of Families Connected with SoCal Families for
Safer Streets

18

Date of First Sign Installation

2/11/20

Date of Last Installation

TBD

Roadside Memorial Sign Pilot Program: Number of Signs by Victim Mode, Council District, and LAPD
Traffic Division
By Victim Mode

By Council District

By LAPD Traffic Division

Victim
Mode

Number of
Signs

Council
District

Number of
Signs

LAPD Traffic
Division

Number of
Signs

Pedestrian

11

1

1

Central

5

Bicycle Rider

3

5

1

South

13

Vehicle Driver

4*

8

6**

Valley

2

Vehicle
Passenger

5*

9

6**

West

0

14

2

15

5

* One sign honors 3 family
members, one driver and two
passengers.

**One crash occurred on the
border of CD 8 & CD 9, so is
counted twice.
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Attachment 2 - Signs Installed (Includes Victim Names and Locations of Signs)
LAPD
Traffic
Division

Council
District

Burbank Blvd & De Soto Ave 2/11/20

Valley

3

Bicycle Rider

1/16/19

S Hobart Blvd & Adams Blvd 3/25/20

South

8

Pedestrian

James Findley

2/11/19

S Broadway & W 82nd St

5/4/20

South

9

Bicycle Rider

4

Joan Lynn Davis

8/2/18

E 84th St & S Central Ave

5/4/20

South

9

Pedestrian

5

Felicita Lemus

12/28/18

McKinley Ave & Colden Ave

5/7/20

South

8

Vehicle Driver

6

Yana Lavrenteva

10/13/18

Ventura Blvd & Louise Ave

5/8/20

Valley

5

Pedestrian

7

Leslie Roxana Donis

8/11/18

E Jefferson Blvd &
McKinley Ave

5/20/20

Central

9

Vehicle
Passenger

8

Gilberto Alcazar Lopez

12/29/19

S Vermont Ave &
Artesia Blvd

5/21/20

South

15

Vehicle Driver

9

Maria G Nieves

11/29/19

S Vermont Ave &
Artesia Blvd

5/21/20

South

15

Vehicle
Passenger

10

Carmelita Asunción
Alvarado

11/13/18

W 28th & Budlong Ave

5/25/20

South

8

Pedestrian

11

Sabrina A Williams

7/29/18

Imperial Hwy & Success Ave 5/26/20

South

15

Pedestrian

12

Elektra Yepez

11/10/17

Whittier Blvd & Marietta St

Central

14

Pedestrian

7/24/20

Central

1

Vehicle
Passenger
Vehicle Driver
and Passengers

Victim Name

Date of
Passing

1

Sebastian Montero

4/1/18

2

Hector Manuel Salinas

3

Sign Location

Sign
Install
Date

7/24/20

Victim Travel
Mode

13

Eddie Sanchez

7/25/19

N Figueroa St &
Pasadena Ave

14

Juan Reynoso
Emma G. Reynoso
Sebastian G. Reynoso

4/28/18

Hoover St & W 76th St

8/31/20

South

8

15

Gary Noel Starr

10/2/19

W Martin Luther King Jr Blvd
& Budlong Ave
9/16/20

South

8/9

Pedestrian

16

Veronica J. Hernandez

11/4/19

742-746 West Alondra Blvd

9/29/20

South

15

Pedestrian

17

Martin Dorado

10/20/19

McKinley Ave & E 76th St

1/6/21

South

9

Vehicle Driver

18

Marlenne and Amy
Lorenzo

4/4/19

W 37th St & S Broadway

1/19/21

Central

9

Pedestrians

19

Joseph Prandoni

2/23/19

W Manchester Blvd, near
Gramercy Pl

3/25/21

South

8

Bicycle Rider

20

Edward Urdiales

9/2/19

Huntington Dr & Topaz St

4/26/21

Central

14

Pedestrian
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Attachment 3 - Roadside Memorial Application Form
The application provided below was minorly amended in Fall 2020, and translated into Spanish to
enhance future program outreach.
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Attachment 4 - Sample Letter of Consent
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Attachment 5 - Pilot Program Memorial Signs
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